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■ Empire Crane Company
sold a 2017 Terex RT555
to Keith Grimes, Inc., based
in Bridgehampton, NY. Vice
President David Grimes said,
“This crane upgrade for our
company will allow us to take
on larger jobs than we have
previously with a far greater
margin of safety. Our new Terex
greatly exceeds the limitations
of our old crane when it comes
to safety and maneuverability.”
The 55-ton RT is equipped
with a 110-foot full power
mechanically synchronized boom
and three steering modes.
■ DICA received U.S. patent
number 9,670,639 for
FiberMax Crane Pads, which
feature a bi-directional sheer
web design that maximizes
load distribution in all four
directions. The patent is for the
manufacturing process.
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Mammoet launches
wind turbine cranes
Mammoet has revealed a new
approach to the vital lifting
element of wind turbine
erection and maintenance.
As a different method with
the potential to shake up the
industry, it heralds a whole
new era Mammoet said. The
innovation will eliminate the
current physical boundaries
of turbines and make wind
turbine construction and
maintenance safer and more
efficient, claimed Mammoet.
A pair of new cranes are the
basis for this revolution. Both
the WTM 100 and WTA 250
use the tower of the wind

turbine for support. They
will allow components to be
both lifted and lowered to
and from greater height than
current methods, Mammoet
said. The new Mammoet
system is designed to allow
turbine manufacturers to build
larger and taller turbines that
generate more power.
Commenting on the new
cranes, Wessel Helmens,
Mammoet innovations
director, said, “Both cranes
are compact – the WTM can
easily fit into two standardsized containers – and the
WTA only needs two transport

trailers to be moved on site.
This makes them easy to
mobilize and relocate, and
much more efficient than
conventional alternatives.”
Helmens continued,
“More importantly, both
cranes eliminate the height
restrictions for turbines and
render both the assembly and
replacement process faster
and more cost-effective.” In
addition, “The tower-based
design also puts the crane and
the operator closer to the work
area, rendering assembly and
maintenance both safer and
■
easier.”

New Demag AC 300-6
all terrain crane

Specialized rigging

Towering!

Enerpac’s new range of
high tonnage cylinders offer
increased durability and
service life.
The new crane has no footprint and
doesn’t require a prepared ground
base or reinforcement.
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Ranking North America’s largest
tower crane-owning companies

■ Mammoet lifted and removed
the historic 12th Street bridge
from its foundation in Calgary.
Built in 1908, it spanned the
Bow River and was removed
due to its deteriorated
condition. The bridge was
removed in approximately 45
minutes.
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A new 300-ton capacity
all terrain crane has been
announced by Demag. The six
axle AC 300-6 has an 80-meter
boom. On main boom only, it
can work at a height of up to
256 feet or out to a 243-foot
radius. A typical application
for this new model is tower
crane erection. It will lift 15
tons with the boom fully
extended. It is the smallest
model in the Demag range
to have a luffing jib, taking
the maximum system length
to 387.1 feet. The luffing jib
rigging system is the same as
on the larger AC 350-6 and AC
1000-9 models.

Also, similar to the 1,000
tonner, the new crane is a
one-engine design. It has a
start-stop system to minimize
idle time, improve fuel
consumption and reduce
the number of engine hours
for better real value. The
IC-1 Plus control system
allows asymmetric outrigger
positioning.
Spare parts inventory is also
reduced, Terex said, because
the new crane shares parts
with the smaller, five-axle
models. Also compatible is
the 69-foot double folding
main boom extension from
the 5-axle models. The carrier

The six axle
AC 300-6 has
an 80-meter
boom.

Enerpac
unveils high
tonnage
cylinders
With increasing demand
for heavier lifts in harsher
environments, Enerpac has
risen to the challenge with
a new range of high tonnage
cylinders (HTC). The Summit
Edition cylinders offer durability,
longer service life and greater
side-load resistance for
increased heavy lift capability.
New HTC engineering
includes advanced bearing
and sealing technology to
extend the boundaries for
eccentric loads, and reduced
cylinder maintenance intervals.
The effects of corrosion and
scoring are no longer a concern
because of a nitrocarburization
surface treatment for improved
load and wear resistance, plus
corrosion protection.
Mechanical securing of the
load, side-load absorption,
certified lifting eyes for safe
handling, an overflow port and
safety valve and a collar thread
and base mounting holes for
attaching the load, are some
of the safety features, Enerpac
said.

Mexican crane
c
contractor
ESEASA used
u
Liebherr’s
largest crawler crane, among
others, for a refinery upgrade
project at Tula.
ESEASA worked for
construction contractor ICA
Fluor at the Miguel Hidalgo
oil refinery, owned by state oil
company Pemex. Largest of
the three cranes on site for the
job was the 3,000-ton capacity
LR 13000 lattice boom crawler
crane, followed by a 1,350-ton
capacity LR 11350. Their task
was to lift in six large tanks,
each of which weighed more
than 600 tons.
The 620-ton units had to
be hoisted to a height of 407
feet at a 177.2-foot radius.
To do this the LR 13000 was
configured with a 433.1foot main boom, including
PowerBoom, superlift derrick
boom and 1,725 tons of
ballast. The LR 11350 helped
in tandem with the larger
crane to upend the tanks. A

is 9.8 feet wide and 50.2 feet
long. Axle load limits can be
met from less than 12 tons up
■
to 16 tons.

The work at the Miguel Hidalgo
refinery is set to be finished by
the end of 2018.

100-ton capacity LTR 1100
telescopic boom crawler
crane was used to remove
the transport frames after the
tanks had been positioned.
The tanks were produced in
Spain and transported by a
ship that docked at Altamira

in northern Mexico. From the
port, ESEASA transported
them nearly 623 miles
through six states to Tula.
Work was needed on bridges,
overhead cables, toll booths
and signs to allow the tanks to
■
pass.

Grove GHC75 boosts
efficiency for Jackson-Cook
The combination of crawler
maneuverability, telescoping
boom versatility and 100
percent pick-and-carry
capability are just some of
the attributes of telescopic
crawlers. Jackson-Cook
The crane’s compact
footprint and crawler tracks
enabled it to traverse terrain
that was too muddy and
uneven for other cranes.
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Large lifts for
ESEASA in Mexico

Cranes discovered these
benefits when it used a Grove
GHC75 to erect a series of
high-voltage power line
poles in Tallahassee, FL. The
company, which is also based
in Tallahassee, previously tried
using rough-terrain cranes for
the project, but the job site’s
muddy, uneven terrain proved
too much for a mobile crane.
After researching Grove’s new
line of telescoping crawlers,
Jackson-Cook took a chance
on the GHC75.
“The two RTs we brought
in for this job both got stuck
for over a week, each time,”
said Randy Crum, crane
superintendent for JacksonCook Cranes. “The GHC75

gave us the maneuverability
and stability we needed to
get the job done, which really
made a believer out of both me
and our customer, MasTec.”
The project took place
on the Tallahassee campus
of MasTec, a Coral Gables,
FL-based engineering firm.
The 75-ton GHC75 erected a
series of 100-foot tall concrete
poles, which varied in weight
from 1.6 to 17.5 tons, lifting
them all to a height of 5 feet.
The crane’s telescoping boom
was fully extended to 118 feet
for the duration of the job,
enabling operators to take
full advantage of the crane’s
100 percent pick-and-carry
■
function.
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The digital issue is the chosen format for
many of ACT ’s readers. Benefits include:
■ Received on the day of publication
■ Easy ‘word search’ facility
■ Can be archived for future reference
■ Includes additional rich media content

ACT ’s tablet edition includes enhanced
rich media options for both editorial and
advertising, in the form of audio, video and
image slide shows. This service is FREE to
advertisers. Subscribers worldwide can now
enjoy extra content across all tablet devices.
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ACT SOURCEBOOK (ACT’S 13TH ISSUE)
The ACT Sourcebook is the industry’s most respected reference
guide to the crane, rigging and specialized transportation
sector. It is available in hard copy, tablet and digital formats –
easily accessible from the office or in the field.
WHAT’S INSIDE: n North American Crane Guide including
Super Lifters, Rubber-tired Gantries and Industrial Cranes
(cross referenced by manufacturer and crane capacity)
n Transport OEM Directory n Manufacturers & Services
Directory n Top Lists: ACT 100, Specialized Lifting 50,
Tower Crane 50, Transport 50

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
SC&RA Membership,
SC&RA Specialized
Transportation
Symposium, SC&RA Annual
Conference, SC&RA Crane
& Rigging Workshop,
Intermat Paris, all KHL
events, International
Construction Contractors,
AWRF, ACRP

TOP LIST
ACTTRANSPORT50
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Our Dealer Locator Program offers the opportunity to be listed
on the OEM/Manufacturers’ page so readers can find the dealer
in their region. The low rate gets you listed in all 13 issues (each
monthly issue plus the Sourcebook) and also gets your company’s
name and info in a monthly e-blast to crane buyers and users. We
also have a portal for readers to find you on our ACT webpage,
www.americancranesandtransport.com
To take advantage of this unique advertising opportunity contact
Bev O’Dell, Tel: +1 (816) 886-1858, e-mail: bev.odell@khl.com.
You can also list your cranes for sale on our KHL Crane Market
website, www.khlcranemarket.com. Contact Bev O’Dell for more
information.
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